Kinect2 - respiratory movement detection study.
Radiotherapy is one of the main cancer treatments. It consists in irradiating tumor cells to destroy them while sparing healthy tissue. The treatment is planned based on Computed Tomography (CT) and is delivered over fractions during several days. One of the main challenges is replacing patient in the same position every day to irradiate the tumor volume while sparing healthy tissues. Many patient positioning techniques are available. They are both invasive and not accurate performed using tattooed marker on the patient's skin aligned with a laser system calibrated in the treatment room or irradiating using X-ray. Currently systems such as Vision RT use two Time of Flight cameras. Time of Flight cameras have the advantage of having a very fast acquisition rate allows the real time monitoring of patient movement and patient repositioning. The purpose of this work is to test the Microsoft Kinect2 camera for potential use for patient positioning and respiration trigging. This type of Time of Flight camera is non-invasive and costless which facilitate its transfer to clinical practice.